Nature is neither pleasant nor painful. It is all intelligence and beauty. Nisargadatta Maharaj

This Earth is sacred for us. Chief Seattle

LIFE EARTH WATER

The light of Nature is the light that comes from the Spirit. It is in man is born with him, and grows up with him. Paracelsus
Heaven, Earth and I were created together, and all things and I are one. Chuang Tzu

Reverence for life affords my fundamental principle of morality — Albert Schweitzer

We must direct our awesome intellects in accordance

Earth Water

A NEW EARTH
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Until he extends the circle of his compassion to all living things, man will not find peace in his own heart. Albert Schweitzer

Take away love, and our earth is a tomb. Robert Browning

In one drop of water are found all the secrets of all the oceans; in one aspect of you are found all the aspects of existence. Kahlil Gibran

Each of us inevitable, each of us limitless - each of us with his or her right upon the earth, each of us allow’d the eternal purposes of the earth, each of us here as divinely as any is here. Walt Whitman - LEAVES OF GRASS
It is love which gives meaning and value to all the happenings in the world of duality. But while love gives meaning to the world of duality, it is at the same time a standing challenge to duality. Moreover, it is love which gives meaning and value to all the happenings in the world of non-duality. But while love gives meaning to the world of non-duality, it is at the same time a standing challenge to non-duality. Thus, love is the only reality that truly exists.

Everything can be taken from a man or woman but one thing: the last of the human freedoms to choose one's attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one's own way. Viktor Frankl

Liberation is a natural process and in the long run, inevitable. But it is within your power to bring it into the now. Nisargadatta Maharaj
Build up your character, and manifest your real nature, the Effulgent, the Resplendent, the Ever Pure, and call it up in everyone that you see. Swami Vivekananda

Man's character is a message. Henry Drummond

In true love you attain freedom. Thich Nhat Hanh

The key to love is understanding. Mikhail Naimy

The truth is not always beautiful, nor are beautiful words the truth. Lao Tzu - Tao Te Ching

Can we see the beckoning beauty in noble goals, virtues, selflessness, and deep compassion? John Templeton

Thus self-respect becomes a moral quality and when traced to its ultimate meaning it becomes respect for one's own higher self. Paul Brunton

The ancients called beauty How good is man's life, the mere living! How fit to employ all the heart and soul and the senses forever in joy! Robert Browning

Our life is what we make it by our own thoughts and deeds. James Allen

Life is mystery, sweet and beautiful, not a frolic, not a folly, but a joy abundant. Chief White Eagle

The power of real love always tends to draw out into expression the finer elements of mind, character and life. Christian D. Larson

Character of every man is, in some degree, formed by his profession. Mary Wollstonecraft

Through our actions, may we invoke peace and honor the Truth that resides in all. Rig Veda
What love is not and what is

Only a few people in millions know what true love is. Omraam Mikhaël Aïvanhov

Look for number of row and letter in column and get words for quotation. Example: 1AD = Love

1. LOVE THE POWER OF LOVE IS PURITY NOT
2. BUT DIVESTED OF TRUTH BEAUTY: 2
3. AND GOODNESS IS ONLY ILLUSION 3
4. A SENTIMENTAL PHILosophic, .. ? 4
5. DISTORTION PSYCHIC YOU MUST 5
6. A SPIRITUAL DECEPTION LEARN: 6
7. TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN TRUE 7
8. IMPARTIAL AND COMPASSIONATE 8
9. EMOTIONALISM WHICH WILL FEET 9
10. SWEEP YOU OFF YOUR ANDE DESTROY 10
11. IN THE FAINT-HEARTED WEAK 11
12. BORN STRENGTH UNDERSTANDING 12
13. EXPRESS ITS SELF-BY IMPOSING D 13
14. SUFFERINGS ON OTHER THROUGH 14
15. NEGATION OF WHAT INDEKS REALIZ 15
16. EXAGGERATED LEADS DISORDER 16
17. DOESN'T MAKE YOU ITS EVERY GIVES 17
18. ESSENCE LIBERTY COMPATIBLE 18
19. NEITHER WITH OBEDIENCE FROM 19
20. JEALOUSY NOR FEAR ASK SP POWER 20
21. QUESTION ENDLESS SUPPORT DC 21
22. PROCEED EGOTISM MUST FOR ONE 22
23. DISPERSION CONTEMPT AFTER 23
24. RISING ABOVE EGOCENTRIC CAN 24
25. AWARENESS FIND WITHIN TENTO 25
26. UNIVERSAL AND EXCLUDENONE 26
27. FULFILMENT OF DESIRE, WHICH IS 27
28. PLEASURE, THAT BUT WHILE TAKES 28
29. FORCE UPON ANY ONE, A WAKENEK 29
30. AND GIVES STRENGTH THIS IS THE 30
31. HIGHEST NEITHER BuYssellS; GH 31

But if you still want to find out, you will see that fear is not love, dependence is not love, jealousy is not love, possessiveness and domination are not love, responsibility and duty are not love, self-pity is not love, the agony of not being loved is not love, love is not the opposite of hate any more than humility is the opposite of vanity. J. Krishnamurti

In true love, you attain freedom. Thich Nhat Hanh

Pure love brought the universe into being. Annie Besant

1. Deepak Chopra - 1EN,AD,OP,EN,OV; → THE POWER OF LOVE IS THE POWER OF PURITY.
2. THE URANTIA BOOK - 2AC, 1AD, 4W, 2DR, 4W, 2SY, 4W, 3AK, 4W, 3Q, 4A,W,KY, 5A;
   4W, SKR,SLZ, 4W, 6AV; → LOVE IS THE HIGHEST MOTIVATION WHICH MAN MAY UTILIZE
   IN HIS UNIVERSE ASCENT.
3. Indian chief - White Eagle - THE QUITE MIND - 5SZ, 6TY, 7AZ, 4W, 8AZ, 1AD, 4W, 8ZL, 9AV;
   4W, 9MU, 10AZ, 8VZ, 10PZ, 1AD; → BEAR IN MIND THAT LOVE DIVORCED
   FROM WISDOM IS NO LONGER LOVE.
4. Meher Baba - 11AZ, 10PR, 1EG, 11VZ, 6Z,FG, 5KL; 12AD, 2LM, 12EL, 10PR, 12MZ;
   → TRUE LOVE IS NO
5. Mahatma Gandhi - 13AW, 14AR;
   → LOVE CAN NEVER
6. J. Krishnamurti - 14SZ, 15AN, 1OP, WZ, AD, 4W, 1AD, OP;
7. Ramana Maharshi 1879-1950 - 1OP, WZ, EG, 15OT, 1MN, 7VZ, 1AD;
   → MOURNING
8. Annemarie Wachter - 16AK, 1AD, 16LP, 7AZ, 16QY;
9. Eckhart Tolle - 15UY, 1AD, 17AM, 14A; →
10. Percy Bysshe Shelley - 17NT, 18AG, 1OP, 18HN, 2Z, 1TU, OP, 18OZ, 19AT; 4W, 20AH, 4W;
    20O; → LOVE UNDER CONSTRAINTS.
11. William Shakespeare - 1AD, 20PS, 4GH, 1VY, 21AZ, 4W, 10PR, 17UZ, 4GH, 21AW;
12. James Allen - 19UY, 1EG, 6BG, 1MN, 13JM, 1AD, 22AN, 4W, 22OU, 20TY, 4W, 3AC, 23AL;
    3AC, 23MT; →
    25TW, 24WZ, 26BY, 6TY, 25Y, 1AD, 28Y, 281Y, 1AD; → ONLY AFTER RISING ABOVE EGOCENTRIC
    AWARENESS.
14. J. Krishnamurti - 19OP, 27AZ, 28AL; 1OP, WZ, AD; → SEEING IS THE ACT OF LOVE ... -
15. Meher Baba - 28MT, 1AD, 24WY, 1WZ, 28T, 28AP, 25OP, 24WZ, 28T, 28QY, 14SZ, 1AD, 13HM;
    → LOVE AND COERCION CAN NEVER GO TOGETHER.
16. Nyanaonika Thera - 30AP, 2Z, 30CT, ST, 1EG, 31AG, 1AD;
    → LOVE, THAT IS STRENGTH
17. Mikhail Namy - THE BOOK OF MIRADOR - 1AD, 19AZ, 31OR, 20IK, 31SW, 30VZ, 31K
    17UZ, NP, 26IK, 6Z, 30AC, VZ, 31JK, 28UZ, 4W, 31JK, 28UZ, 17NP, 28IK; → LOVE NEVER
    LENDS NOR BORROWS.

- Love, as it is generally and commonly understood, is but an attachment with selfish thoughts and motives involved.
- Pure, real, unadulterated love has in it not even a tinge of lust. Lust for sex, lust for power, lust for fame, lust for self-comforts defile the purity of love. Meher Baba 1894-1969
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LOVE WISDOM PEACE COMPASSION FREEDOM
- Remember who are you?

We are shaped and fashioned by what we love. J. Goethe

Love divorced from wisdom is no longer love. White Eagle
- THE QUITE MIND

Everything passes away; only true love never dies.

Elisabeth Haich - INITIATION

PUZZLE, CROSSWORD, QUOTATIONS, WISDOM

All truly wise thoughts have been thought already thousands of times; but to make them truly ours, we must think them over again honestly, till they take root in our personal experience.

Johann W. Goethe 1749-1832

The beauty of life is, while we cannot undo what is done, we can see it, understand it, learn from it and change so that every new moment is spent not in regret, guilt, fear or anger but in wisdom, understanding and love.

Jennifer Edwards

If you would see let love be in the pupil of the eye. Mikhail Naimy
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Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life. Pr. 4: 23 BIBLE

1. Free from all thoughts, Reality abides in the Heart, the Source of all thoughts. Ramana
2. Love will exalt the heart that it finds worth of itself. whoever cannot find / a Maharsri
3. temple in his heart, the same can never find his heart in any temple. Mikhail Nainby
5. 3. And, wonder of wonders! / the moment universal love floods my heart, I am raised
6. up and find myself on the sixth step. Now I stand before the last and highest step of all.
8. 4. The flux of the human heart is gone forever at the transfixing touch of pure love. Sri Yukteswar
9. 5. Hearts are the home of the loved one. I came here to build each true heart. Yunus Emre
10. He, therefore, who purifies his own heart is the world's greatest benefactor.
12. 7. To achieve freedom requires only two things: a silent mind and an open heart. Thynn Thynn
13. 8. The gift of Truth excels all gifts. Buddha / - / - LIVING MEDITATION; LIVING INSIGHT
14. 9. Thus, with an open and unencumbered heart, you should develop a luminous mind. Buddha
15. 10. You would know the secret of death. But how shall you find it unless you seek it in the
17. your heart purifies not only your own spirit, but the love you share with others. Caroline Myss
18. 12. Humanity will attain to a new mode of being through the free and unhampered interplay of
19. pure love, from heart to heart. Meher Baba - GOD SPEAKS / - / - 13. Happiness is the
20. spiritual experience of living every minute with love, grace and gratitude. Denis Waitley

ACROSS 1. Quote no. - 14 / 13. Quote no. - 14
2. Quote - Buddha (Top) / 15. Quote no. - 13
3. Quote no. - 2 / 16. Quote no. - 10
4. Quote no. - 9 / 17. Quote no. - 9
5. Quote no. - 1 / 18. Quote no. - 10
7. Quote no. - 7 / 20. Quote no. - 7

DOWN 1. Quote no. - 4 / 8. Quote no. - 10
2. Quote no. - 1 / 9. Quote no. - 4
3. Quote no. - 6 / 10. Quote no. - 11
5. Quote no. - 5 / 12. Quote no. - 15
6. Quote no. - 12 / 13. Quote no. - 15

Kindness in words creates confidence, kindness in thinking creates profoundness, kindness in giving creates love. Lao Tse

ACROSS 1. To grant forbearing kindness even to those who aggrieve us is the foremost of virtues. Kural 5759 - Tiruvalluvar - TIRUKURAL - 2. Be kind, for everyone meet is fighting a harder battle. Plato - - - - - - 3. The great acts of love are done by those who are habitually performing small acts of kindness. Victor Hugo - - - - - - 4. The higher human feelings such as kindness and sympathy, patience and tolerance have to be nurtured. Paul Brunton - - - - - - 5. Kindness is the golden chain by which society is bound together. J. Goethe - - - - - - 6. Words have the power to both destroy and heal. When words are both true and kind, they can change our world. Buddha - - - - - - 7. But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. Galatians 5:22, 23 - BIBLE - - - - 8. Those who act kindly in this world will have kindness QURAN 39.10 - - 9. So many gods, so many creeds, so many paths that wind and wind while just the art of being kind is all this sad world needs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox
10. The man who rouses envy and it kills the kindness of the heart. Swami Vivekananda
11. Prejudice is destructive of kindness, sympathy, love and true judgment. James Allen
12. Let us love temperance - let us be just - let us refrain from bloodshed. None is so near the gods as he who shows kindness. Seneca 5 B.C.- A.D. 65 - EPISTOLAS
13. A long time human being will go on shedding the blood of animals, there will never be any peace. Dudley Gieli - - - 14. In training your children in acts of kindness to animals, you teach them effectively the one great lesson of life: "Be ye kind to another!" T. L. Vaswani 1897 - 1965
15. Kind hearts are the gardens, Kind thoughts are the roots, Kind words are the flowers, Kind deeds are the fruits. take care of your garden and keep out the weeds, fill it with sunshine, Kind words and Kind deeds. Henry W. Longfellow 1807 - 1882
Nature is made to conspire with spirit to emancipate us.
Ralph Emerson

Until he extends the circle of his compassion to all living things, man will not himself find peace.
Albert Schweitzer 1875 - 1965

To understand the laws of Nature we must love Nature. Paracelsus

Nature is loved by what is best in us.
Ralph Emerson
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To act from desire and fear is bondage, to act from love is freedom. Nisargadatta Maharaj 1897-1981 - I AM THAT
True freedom is worth the sacrifice of self, true freedom is won and lost in the heart. Mikhail Naimy - THE BOOK OF MIRDAD
Only spiritual freedom is absolute and unlimited; when it is won through persistent effort, it is won forever. It is only in spiritual freedom that one can have enduring happiness and unhampered self-knowledge. Meher Baba - 1894-1969 - GOD SPEAKS

Truth is nobody's property; no race, no individual can lay exclusive claim to it. Truth is the nature of all souls. Swami Vivekananda
Truth is not a formal belief; it is an unselfish, holy, and aspiring heart, and he who has Truth is at peace with all, and cherishes all with thoughts of love. James Allen - THE WAY OF PEACE
The way of peace is the way of love. Peace Pilgrim 1908-1981
Love and serve all humanity. Perfect your love. Babaji
In true love you attain freedom. Thich Nhat Hanh